Who doesn’t love a great tasting octopus from a taverna in Greece? They are almost begging you to eat them, the way they have them hanging from a line at the back of the restaurant beside the sea. Then, once they are finally served to you your mouth starts to water. You squeeze some lemon over top, grab your fork, pluck it into a tentacle and bring it to your mouth to eat. Holy Zeus! Does that ever taste great!

However, after watching this incredible short animated film about two lover octopuses on a Greek island in the Aegean Sea you might think twice before taking a bite into one of those tentacles.

It is about two octopuses in love that become separated when a chef comes and takes the one away. The other octopus then attempts to rescue the other through a series of comical events.

The film was originally created as a graduate student project in France in 2007. Since then, this short film has gone on to be Oscar nominated in 2009 and has won multiple awards at various film festivals.
Enjoy!

Share with us your comments and thoughts on this cute and amazingly animated film. Which island do you think this is supposed to be? Mykonos or Santorini?
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